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Citroën is a French auto maker that began producing cars in 1919 and
continues to do so today.  Some of the more famous models include 
the Traction Avant, the Deux Chevaux (2CV), the ID/DS, SM, GS and
the CX.  Citroën Autoclub Canada has been promoting Citroën owner-
ship since 1983.  Our roots go back to 1972, emerging from a group 
of teachers and Citroën owners who banded together prior to Citroën 
leaving the North American market at that time.  Now with more than 
150 members, we work to keep our Citroëns on the road, organize 
various special events each year and meet on the second Wednesday 
of every month in Toronto.  We also publish CITROËNVIE magazine 
quarterly for Citroën enthusiasts around the world to enjoy. 

About Citroën Autoclub Canada

Cover:  Greg Long takes ‘Favorite of Show’ award at
            Rendezvous 2009 in Saratoga Springs, with 
            his 1966 DS Cabriolet that he drove from 
            Virginia.       

                                                                                                                         Photo by George Dyke               

 
  

Upcoming Local Citroën Autoclub Canada 
Events:
  
Regular monthly meetings are held at 7 pm on the second 
Wednesday of every month.  From October through April our
location is indoors at the Granite Brewery on Mt. Pleasant.   
May to September meetings are held outdoors at the Grenadier 
Restaurant in High Park.

Apr. 14 ‘10 - 7 pm  -  Monthly Club meeting (indoors) at the
           Granite Brewery, on the southeast corner of 
           Mt. Pleasant & Eglinton Ave.

May 12 ‘10 - 7 pm  -  Monthly Club meeting (1st of the year at our 
           outdoor location) at the Grenadier Restauraunt  
           parking lot within High Park.
 

May 15 ‘10 - 10 am - CAC Toronto Spring Outing.  A repeat of our 
           adventure/treasure hunt with an all new route!   

June 6 ‘10 - 12 noon - Citroën Méchoui Montréal Weekend.  A 
            spectacular weekend in Montréal, capped off 
            with a Citroën Méchoui Sunday BBQ.  We will 
            drive to Montréal on Saturday June 5.

June 9 ‘10 - 7 pm  -   Monthly Club meeting (outdoor location) at the  
           Grenadier Restauraunt parking lot within 
                                High Park.

June 17 ‘10 - 10 am - 40th Anniversary SM photo shoot in Buffalo, 
            NY at original shoot location of the USA SM
            brochure.  Pose with your SM then convoy to  
            Rendezvous at Saratoga Springs, NY.

Jun 19, ‘10 - 9 am  -  Micro North 2010.  Annual Micro Car meet in
            Coldwater ON. and convoy to the waterfront 
            park in downtown Orillia.  A day trip from 
            Toronto that a 2CV can easily do!

July 10-11, ‘10    -    Clayton New York Antique Boat Museum meet &
          boat cruise.  Overnight July 10 in Kingston, ON.

International Citroën Club Events:

Apr 25, ‘10       -     Lou Huppert Memorial Meeting - Spring drive &  
         dinner.   Brandon, VT.  Organized by Robert Barral 
         www.cafeprovencevt.com

May 1 & 2, ‘10    -   Citromobile - Utrecht, Holland

May 21-23 ‘10    -    Carlisle Import-Kit/Replicar Nationals &
         CCofNA Annual Meeting - Carlisle, PA.

June 17-20 ‘10    -   34th Citroën Rendezvous - Saratoga Springs, NY.
         (Organized by the DriveSheSaid group - 
           www.driveshesaid.com)

June 20 ‘10      -      Italian-French Car Show - Waterfront Park, North 
         Vancouver, BC.  Contact John MacGregor at: 
         johnnymac4bc@telus.net  or call: 778 231-7616.

July 18 ‘10      -       Hemmings Concours Invitational - Stratton, VT  
         (will have a show class dedicated to Citroëns).

Aug. 13-15 ‘10    -   Euro Citro  - Le Mans, France  
         http://www.eurocitro.org/

Aug. 21 -22 ‘10   -   Micro/Mini Car World Meet  -  Crystal Lake, MI 
         www.worldmeet2010.com

Aug. 16-19, ‘12   -  15th ICCCR  -  Yorkshire, UK
         http://www.icccr2012.org.uK

Summer ‘13     -     20th International Meeting of 2CV Friends,  Spain -  
        location & dates TBD.  
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Message from the CAC Prez

George Dyke

This year we have good reason to celebrate the 
40th anniversary of innovation at Citroën.   By 
that I mean the launch of the GS and SM in 
1970.  It was the zenith of innovation.  Things 
never looked better;  the DS was proving to be a 
remarkable automobile 15 years into production.  
Still an unparalleled mode of transportation, Cit-
roën had sorted out issues with its hydraulic heart 
through systematic improvements, most notably 
with a change in fluid from moisture absorbing 
LHS to a new non-corrosive mineral based LHM .  
Production lines were running with excellent build 
quality.

The GS and the SM  made their debut as two distinctly new cars aimed at 
capturing new markets for the company.

The GS blazed a remarkable trail in the compact sedan market, offering the 
innovative DS hydraulic suspension at a new price point, while taking the 
legendary unbreakable air cooled power plant of the 2CV, doubling its capac-
ity (and the number of cylinders) and wrapping it with a sleek and astonish-
ingly spacious body.   Small wonder it was voted Car of the Year in Europe in 
1970.

Most people have written that the SM came about from Citroën’s desire to 
make the ultimate “Grand Touring” automobile.  However when we inter-
viewed its designer, Robert Opron in 2004, he claimed that opinions at 
Citroën in that era were very divided.  The manner in which Citroën com-
menced a new car project was radically different than that of any other man-
ufacturer.   There wasn’t a vertical organization with a head whom everyone 
obeyed. It was, rather, spherical in nature.  There is an engineer in charge.  
The engineer in charge of the SM was a Jacques Né. And Né along with Ma-
dame [Marlène] Cotton who was in charge of sports cars, wanted to build a 
rally car.  A fast car to win rallies, and a small car.  Pierre Bercot, Chairman 
and Managing Director of Citroën at that time, was not in total agreement 
nor was Opron.  They felt that Citroën needed a bit of prestige.  And so the 
original strategy to build a sports car for a very select audience was ulti-
mately amended to creating a great touring car with excellent performance.   
In 1968, while Opron worked on design and Citroën engineers the mechani-
cal layout, Citroën purchased Maserati.  Maserati developed and delivered a 
compact high performance V6 engine.  All were married into one and at the 
Geneva Auto Salon in 1970, a very sophisticated coupe, the Citroën SM,
appeared to share the spotlight with the GS.

The fuel crisis in the early seventies directly contributed to the short 4 year 

life span of the SM.   Expensive luxury cars were simply not selling.  The 
GS fared much better, selling very well and actually being profitable for the 
company.    However, while Citroën made heavy investments developing in 
these models, it had also partnered with NSU/Wankel to deploy promising 
modern power plants in the GS.  And it invested heavily in a new model (the 
CX) to replace the D series models that had now been in production for 25 
years.  Wankel rotary engine development was fraught with problems, and 
with the downturn in sales because of the fuel crisis, Citroën’s red ink led to 
a takeover by Peugeot in 1974.  One of their first moves was to discontinue 
the flagship SM.   

That is why for Citroën purists, the GS and the SM represent two crowning 
technical achievements of the original Citroën SA.   Many survive today in 
the caring hands of Citroën Club Members in Canada and the USA.  As we all 
get older, it’s time to realize that we are in a golden era.   Now is the time 
to see these cars on the road before they are relegated solely to museums.  
You will see GS and SM models at Citroën events scheduled in 2010.  And 40 
years later you can get up close and learn about them.   Better yet, even if 
you don’t own one, you can likely get a ride!   They truly are amazing auto-
mobiles.  

A word about events;  This year a record number of Citroën outings are hap-
pening throughout North America.   There are the annual standards like Ren-
dezvous (the eastern one at Saratoga Springs, NY, on Father’s day weekend 
in June, and the western Rendezvous at Ventura, CA in July ), Carlisle PA in 
May, Citroën Méchoui in Montréal, QC in June, and the Ottawa Club Citroën 
Annual Meet in Perth, ON in July.   As well, there are three new events that 
promise to be a lot of fun.  They are; the Microcar and Minicar World Meet 
2010 at Crystal Lake, IL (just north of Chicago), the Antique Boat & Citroën 
1000 Islands Weekend (at Clayton, NY and Kingston, ON) in July, and the 
2010 New England Concours d’Elegance (where Citroëns will be a featured 
marque this year) at the Stratton Mountain Ski Resort in Southern Vermont.  
All these, and a number of Citroën specific events that we have organized 
locally for CAC members residing in the Southern Ontario and the metro 
Toronto region, promise to make this the most active year ever!

It is heartening to see this much activity around our beloved Citroëns, 40 
years and beyond from when they first made history.  From pre-Traction 
Avants to XM, and 2CV, DS, Ami, Panhard CX and everything Citroën in 
between, to enjoy them and have a wonderful time socializing with great 
fascinating folks who adore them, all you have to do is simply make the ef-
fort to attend.  

Not doing so is missing out on the best part of life.  Seriously, take the time 
this year to enjoy it!   See you there!

Cheers,
     - George
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          The SM V8, The Improbable Car

                    by Bernard Laborde

It was the spring of 1974.  The Citroën Automobiles S.A. was in critical con-
dition.  The Yom Kippur War between Israel and Egypt/Syria in 1973 forced 
the price of oil to rise by 70% (and more) globally.  The response to this 
crisis in France, as everywhere in Europe except Germany, was to put speed 
limits on roads and highways.  Consequently, sales of fast cars like the DS 
and SM took a dramatic downturn.  Only in the United States and Canada 
were markets still strong for the SM.  DS sales in North America had already 
ceased because Citroën did not want to alter the DS for the arcane American 
crash regulations that would have required a fixed ride height and bulbous 
bumpers to be adapted.  For the SM to be sold in viable numbers, it too 
would have had to conform to height and crash standards and in the process 
ruin its design and engineering attributes.   Even if Citroën could stomach 
debasing the SM for continued North American sales, the economics of stay-
ing in the market dictated that profit, by any measure, would not be feasible.

If Citroën was sick, Maserati, their adopted daughter since 1968, was in the 
late stages of terminal illness. Production decreased from 738 cars in 1973 to 
less than 500 in 1974.  To survive, as garden plants do when they know they 
are in danger, they make flowers, Citroën asked Maserati to study building a 
V8 for a new big sedan, the second generation Quattroporte.  A bastardized 
collaboration between the two, the Quattroporte placed a Maserati body and 
interior on the SM platform.  It was introduced with the SM’s 3.0L 210 hp V6 
and contained its full hydraulic system and other mechanicals.  While luxuri-
ous, the result was not a sporting car.  Only 13 were built.

          

Maserati Quattroporte II (1974 – 1978)  -  See the SM headlights in there?

Ingenior Alfieri, Maserati’s engine maestro, who had hastily created the SM’s 
original 2.7L V6 engine when Citroën took over the company,  responded to 
Citroën’s V8 request building on another 2 cylinders to the V6 of the SM.  (A 
V8 engine that was different from the Maserati Bora, that many have erro-
neously stated served as the basis for the SM’s V6 design, by Alfieri lopping 
off 2 cylinders from it.)   The engine was fitted into a red SM in 1974.  Alfieri 
used it as a daily driving test car in Italy, racking up 12,000 km . In 1975, 
when Peugeot bought Citroën (then in bankruptcy ), they decided to kill 
Maserati, The engine was pulled out and stored with other prototype engines 
at the Maserati factory.

Maserati was saved by Italian government funding and in 1975 the company 
was taken over by Alessandro de Tomaso.   De Tomaso was no admirer of 
Citroën and especially the SM because he had tried to purchase Maserati in 
1968.  Alfieri’s SM was destroyed in 1975 by order of De Tomaso himself.   
Sweet revenge in his mind since his failed bid against Citroën for control of 
Maserati.

The V8 engine remained untouched at the Maserati factory until 1993, when 
De Tomaso sold Maserati to FIAT.  It was sold into private hands and then, in 
2009, Phillip Kantor bought it and decided to reinstall it in a SM; The same 
model and same colour as the original one.  He turned to specialist Frederic 
Daunat, to do the job.

This past January at Retromobile in Paris, this very special SM made its pub-
lic debut.  The car had only run for the first time a day before the show, but 
it sounded like no other Citroën.
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More details of this one-of-a-kind SM will be in the book “Maserati, les an-
nées Citroën 1968-1975”, edition “Classic et Sports car France”, by Marc 
Sonnery,to be published at the end of 2010.   This is one instance where I 
wish I would grow older faster.

8 cylinders, + 4 carburetors!   

Ingenior Alfieri’s (one and only) V8 derived 
from the SM’s production V6 powerpant.
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    Back to the Future: A Tribute to Citroën 
          
                     - by Dave Woolley & George Dyke

Part 1:  André Citroën and The Traction 
  Avant

André Citroën, French industrialist; André 
Lefebvré, aircraft and automotive engineer; 
Maurice Sainturat, engine designer; and 
Flaminio Bertoni, sculptor, created the first 
modern automobile, the 1934, Traction Avant.  
Pushed into production in just 2 years, the 
Traction Avant was the earliest successful, 
mass-produced, Front Wheel Drive (FWD) 
vehicle. Citroën, like most automobile manu-
facturers, had been producing conventional 
Rear Wheel Drive (RWD) vehicles. FWD was 
revolutionary in that it:
 

     • Allows the engine and transmission 
        weight to be placed over the drive-
        wheels to improve drive-wheel adhesion 
        to the road
     • Encourages the use of four-wheel independent suspension for better 
        control
     • Permits greater vertical wheel movement for smoother ride.
     • Provides more vehicle interior space
     • Allows a lower center of gravity
     • Aims the vehicle in the desired direction even with partial loss of
        traction.
 

The Traction Avant is an automobile that shows both André 
Citroën’s mistakes and his virtues.  On a trip to America to 
visit Henry Ford, Citroën saw a prototype uni-body design 
at the Budd Automotive body plant.  He bought the 
European license and imported the metal stamping 
machines to create streamlined all welded steel 
monocoque bodies for the Traction.  The 
extensive technical development and 
tooling were expensive.  

The Traction was advanced in other significant 
areas; it was the first to incorporate torsion bar 
suspension, accurate rack-and-pinion steering based on a rigid-suspension-
geometry, and many other notable features, all in one vehicle.  

Launched after two frantic years of development, the Traction was a rolling 
catastrophe.  In short order, production snags were worked out and a few 
engineering adjustments were accomplished that made the Traction a very 
robust vehicle.  Citroën offered a replacement if anyone flipped a B11, a 
prize not claimed for seven years.  Even at the end of its 23 year production 
span in 1957, an astute journalist recognized the B11 as being technologically

more advanced than its 1957 contemporaries.
 

As other companies began copying Citroën’s 
FWD technology, they paid royalties.  For 
example, Citroën manufactured front-drive 
half axles were installed at the introduction 
of the Chrysler Minivan, itself a copy of the 
1939 TUB Van and subsequent 1947 H Van 
Citroëns.
 

The Traction Avant, started out on the 
drawing boards as a family car.  André 
Citroën had high hopes that it would blaze 
a new and profitable trail of high volume 
sales for his company. He was a frequent 
visitor to Monte Carlo and a notorious gam-
bler who seemed to take winning and loos-
ing large sums of money in stride.  Histori-
ans have tied André Citroën’s habit at the 
gambling table to actions in business, put-
    ting the entire future of the company on
       the success of the Traction.  Actually, 

             the Traction Avant was the most cal-
                          culated thing André Citroën ever did.
 

                                 Citroën’s greatest problem introduc-
                            ing the Traction Avant was the 
      drop in sales of his earlier RWD 
                        models:  the public was holding back 
                                their purchases of a new family   
                                  car until the rumored new 
                                  model was introduced.  As in 
                               1955 with the introduction of the
                             DS 19, Citroën was in a do-or-die 
           position as revenue was disappearing.  

                                                  Not prepared to concede anything in the
                       development of a full range of Traction models or any  
                            expense to market the Citroën brand, André Citroën also 
                    pressed on with the construction of a new factory in Paris that 
     he could flaunt to his now primary competitor, and onetime school 
classmate, Régie Renault.  Prompted by his visit to Henry Ford’s Rouge River 
plant, Citroën saw the future of having space for large-scale assembly lines 
where there would be room for multiple models. By the time he had com-

Early Traction Avant 7A

André Citroën
Feb. 5, 1878 – Jul. 3 1935
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mitted resources to building the Traction 
and the new factory, the depression of the 
1930’s had already taken hold and he was 
faced with a vastly shrinking market. 
 

Citroën’s greatest financial failing was the 
creation of a new factory for his new car.  
In early 1935 these situations culminated 
in a gross over-extension of resources to 
the point of corporate bankruptcy. Stress 
along with stomach cancer left André 
Citroën dead shortly thereafter.
 

Despite his demise, Citroën won his bet with 
the Traction.  Citroën’s major creditor in bankruptcy was the Michelin tire 
company, although Michelin did not force the firm into bankruptcy.  What 
tipped the scale was a minor debt to a steering wheel supplier.  Renault 
may have egged the supplier to demand bankruptcy in an effort to eliminate 
the competition. When Michelin took over majority control of the Citroën 
in 1935, they were rewarded for their bankrolling and protecting the new 
automobile by having Citroën return to profitability in just 18 months. That 
profitability was a result of the success of the Traction Avant. 
 

It can even be argued that Citroën, the company, was incredibly lucky that 
the war came along.  While production output was compromised during that 
period, the Traction Avants were making a legendary and lasting impression.  
In 1953, almost 20 years after its introduction, the Traction had its strongest 
sales year!
 

Competitors, like Renault, Peugeot and Fiat, were also struggling.  Only 

when Renault became reliable in 
the mid 50’s did Traction sales 
begin to fall.  And Peugeot was 
a factor only in the late 50’s and 
early 60’s.  Virtually every car 
company tore Tractions apart 
to study them.  If the DS21 can 
be said to be the father of the 
modern automobile, the Traction 
Avant has to be considered the 
grandfather.

Design work for the Traction’s 
replacement vehicle that became 
the 1955 DS19 began in 1938. 

War postponed much of the development 
for the reason that new technology was not 
something Citroën engineers wanted to see 
in Nazi hands!  However, wartime provided 
a clandestine opportunity for fresh theoreti-
cal technical development in the minds of 
Citroën’s engineers.  Research unfettered by 
economic demands, coupled with years of 
bombed out and cobblestone roads requiring 
sophisticated suspensions would eventually 
lead to other milestone vehicles: the innova-
tive and simplistic H VAN and the 2CV intro-
duced in 1947 and 1948, and the technologi-
cal masterpiece the 1955 DS19.
 

These were fascinating times for technological 
development and none more so that at the 
Citroën Research and Design Department.
The way that Citroën, Lefebvré, Sainturat, 
and Bertoni, and others worked with such 

passion to have their dreams actually result in production vehicles is a story 
like no other.  If it were told in 
whole it would be an enormous 
book or a TV series. 

In the next few CITROËNVIE 
issues, we will feature profiles 
of these gentlemen and other 
key people who played critical 
roles in the development of the 
Traction Avant and subsequent 
benchmark Citroën models of 
unprecedented technical 
advancement.
 

Citroën’s massive Quai de Javel factory in Paris.
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   THE TOWEL

         by Greg Long

I gingerly, and with much trepida-
tion, opened the letter from the 
university. Would I be accepted, or 
would it be a F.O.A.D.? After tak-
ing a year off at Whistler to be a ski 
bum and bartender, I had been... 
accepted! I was off to get my MBA. 
I left in July, ‘84 for “Back East” 
and Canada’s equivalent of an Ivy 
League school, Queen’s University 
in Kingston, Ontario.

I packed up my ‘68 Citroën DS 19 ~ 
the same one I had driven down to 
Mexico ~ and off I went, solo, across the country. First major stop was The 
Banff Springs Hotel where I visited my friend Mark who was working there. 
The seats in the DS fold down perfectly flat so I slept in the car that night, 

right in the parking lot of 
this impressive world-class 
hotel. Mark gave me a big 
peach Banff Springs fluffy 
towel as a parting gift as I’d 
forgotten one.

DS’s are strange (as we all 
know) but sometimes they 
take this strangeness to a 
crazy degree. Those brilliant 
French engineers can create 

such innovations as front wheel drive, aero-
dynamic streamlining, in-board disk brakes, 
but can’t make a door that locks from the 
inside. On this year DS you can lock the rear 
doors from inside, but not the fronts. Here’s 
the “How to lock the front doors” methodol-
ogy:  Walk up to the car; unlock the door 
from the outside; open the door - keep it 
open; lock the door with the key from the 
outside; get in; close the door. You can also 

do this by staying in the car, rolling down the 
window, sticking your arm out the window 
with the key, insert the key, turn the key ~ 
you get the drill. (Or maybe you don’t.)

I followed this ritual the night before go-
ing to bed (rather, ‘going to seat’) because I 
wanted neither Mark, nor a bear, to scare me 
in the night. I got up early and drove out of 
town to have the water temperature gauge 
zoom up into the red. I pulled over, opened 
the hood latches, and jumped out.

Click.

Remember the whole locking the door thing? 
Well, now the car was securely locked but 
with the key happily inserted in the ignition. 
I was locked out. And, of course, no hide-a-
key hidden under the bumper (note to self, 
go do that now, right now, with whatever 
you’re driving). Luckily the trunk wasn’t 

locked so I took out my tools and repaired the overheating problem (the 
thermostat was stuck) but how to get back in? I then remembered that the 
rear window of a DS comes out really easily: I removed the three retain-
ing bolts and slid it out. See, how smart those French engineers can be? I 
crawled through, unlocked the door (from the outside), replaced the rear 
window, and was off once again. Ahhh....

Next major stop was in Saskatchewan where I visited a gentleman with a 
couple of 50’s Tatra cars. He was, obviously, interested in my Citroën but 
wondered what that intermittent slight ‘clanging’ noise was when it was 
idling.”Don’t know,” I said, nervously. Well, I found out. In Wisconsin. In 
what was billed as the world’s largest Native American reservation.

I was zooming along, at night, with Pink Floyd’s The Wall playing (too loudly) 
when out of the blue, the bright crimson red, infamous ‘low hydraulic pres-

sure light’ came blindingly ‘ON”. The 
power steering went hard, the hy-
draulic shift went out, and we started 
lowering to the ground. I pulled over 
fast (luckily the brakes are designed 
to be the last to lose their pressure), 
opened the door and, still seated, 
peered underneath expecting to see 
a sea of hydraulic fluid pouring across 
the asphalt. But nothing. Just a clang, 
clang, clang as the engine turned 
over. I grabbed my flashlight, opened 
the hood and peered inside.



continued on page 10...
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To the layman, or laywoman, under the hood of a DS with hydraulic shift 
looks like a big plate of spaghetti ~ noodles running everywhere.  But there 
it was: The culprit ~ the main pulley had sheared off at the crankshaft so 
the belts weren’t turning so subsequently no hydraulic pump’s life giving 
elixir, pressure. But what to do? A couple of gentlemen pulled up behind me, 
and stopped. “What kind of car is that? Never seen anything like that before 
around here. And why’s it sittin’ on the ground?”

I give them a quick lesson in the intricacies of Citroën’s hydropneumatic 
suspension system but they were either uninterested, or bored, or both. I 
showed them the sheared pulley and they said, “No problem, we’ll tow it 
over to our trailer; and Charlie’s got a great big tool box full of tools. You’re 
welcome to stay at our place and use the tools.” Wow. They return with a 
big fat rope, and proceed to connect the ‘lowered’ DS to their pickup truck 
and drag me home. Partially over a dirt and gravel road... sorry muffler and 
tailpipes.

Finally we’re at the trailer and play cards, crib I think. I study the repair 
manual. I can’t sleep. I study some more. Up at day break I ‘attack’ the job. 
First, remove front fenders, the radiator ~ everything to get at that prob-
lematic pulley. But I needed a rag. And what was sitting on the back seat all 
fluffy and perfect? Yup, the towel. It should have lived a very happy life dry-
ing naked women but I grab it with my grubby, filthy hands -- clearly it will 
never the same. Even with Tide.

I wiggled out the mechanical naughty bits without removing the steering 
rack but it was certainly going to be much harder getting it back in, in one 
piece. I finally emerge triumphant with the now 2-piece pulley in my hands. 
But now what? It was a Sunday, nothing open. My two concierges say, “No 
problem, I know a guy, who knows a guy, with a welder at his house in 
town.” We find ‘the guy’ sitting at his kitchen table quietly eating breakfast. 
I notice a $1 Canadian bill tacked to his cork-board and tell him I’m headed 
to Canada, that my weird car broke down, and can he help me? He says 
nothing as he finishes up the last bit of his Canadian bacon (the ‘signs’ were 
looking good) and sauntered out to his shed. He blasts up the welder and 
reunites the pieces. I ask him how much he wants and he says, “Ten bucks”; 
and luckily that’s all I have in my wallet, but it’s Canadian. “Fine,” he says as 
he pins it to the cork-board with the $1. I bet they’re still there.

Now, reassembly. And yup, a 
terrible job even if you’re a 
trained Citroën mechanic ~ in a 
nice warm shop in Nice ~ with 
the special Citroën tools. I was 
a non-trained ‘hacker’, outside 
on a gravel parking lot, in humid 
Wisconsin, with only “Charlie’s 
great big box of tools” ~ none 
of which were metric, of course. 
After hours of swearing and cut 

knuckles my spectators have decided to go to the Bingo game over at the 
Hall. I was left, for hours, to see how to get this *&^%$#@ pulley back on. 
And I did.

I started her ‘up’ and she did just that, raised up, ready to get back on the 
road to Ontario, and my future. I quickly jammed all the bits back on, put 
the tool box on the trailer’s stoop and cruised over the Bingo Hall. I went in 
and gave the boys a big thumbs up. They said, “OK, now prove that it can 
really go up and down.” And so I did. They laughed as they jumped in the 
back seat for a quick ride around the parking lot. At this point half of the 
Bingo’ers were out front waving as I bid farewell to my angels. I left exactly 
24 hours after I broke down.

EPILOGUE

I used the car sparingly while at university and when I moved to Toronto for 
my first real job. I started Escargot Motorcars soon after and drove 2CV’s 
from that point. The DS sat calmly outside. It eventually went up the Lamb’s 
house (Citroën and Tatra folks) north of Toronto. It was somewhat ‘fixed up’ 
but not really driven again.

I met a person at last year’s Hersey’s Antique car meet who was dying to 
find an old DS that needed work, and was cheap. I had the perfect car. All I 
wanted was to get her back on the road so I dreamt up a deal whereby the 
car would cost $1,000 but I would give them back the entire grand when I 
saw the car on the road again.

The DS was pulled out 
of the Lamb’s make-shift 
garage and of course it 
was much worse than an-
ticipated. The roof of the 
garage had collapsed and 
smashed the front win-
dow, the doors had been 
taken off and, of course, 
it was really, really rusty. 
I wasn’t expecting it to be 
rusty actually because it 
had been a Victoria BC car 
bought from the original 
owner when it was only 
10 years old. I had kept 

the frame duly oiled and it really hadn’t seen much winter driving. But it was 
now a 40 year old brake-fluid DS.

John (my brother) called and asked if he could take it off life support. It was 
just too far gone to resuscitate. The local Citroën club stripped it down and 
saved the good bits. And the pulley? - I noticed a forlorn DS engine sitting in 
John’s industrial unit when I visited him this past 
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... The Towel  - continued from page 9

summer and asked where that 
came from. “Your old DS”, he 
said. And there, easily accessible, 
was my ‘special’ pulley.

And the ‘no longer fluffy towel’?  It’s sitting in the trunk of my current DS, 
waiting for its next important 
assignment.

The DS was looking pretty rough 
indeed after 40 years!  

This photo of a 1950’s Paris built Traction dashboard was posted online 
recently.  It had a number of classic car owners wondering what the vari-
ous switches and knobs did.  It dawned on us that Citroën owners who don’t 
have a Traction like this may be wondering the same thing!  So for those of 
you who want to appear informed, here is an explanation:

Do You Know Traction Avant Dash Controls?

•  Left is the 3 speed manual gear shift with the “A” being arrière 
    (French) for reverse.
•  The knob with the arrow advances or retards the distributor.
•  The big black knob is a manual means to move the driver’s windshield 
    wiper (very handy actually).
•  The knob to right of that, with the red ring, is the turn signal switch.
•  Below the turn signal is a silver knob (marked “S”) that is the Choke.
•  Directly below the choke is another silver knob that you pull to en-
    gage the Starter.  (The Starter knob is marked “D” for démarreur).
•  Left of the starter knob is another silver knob on a light gray cover 
    plate.  That is the ashtray.
•  Left of the ashtray and directly below the arrow knob is a silver knob 
    that says EG (for essuie-glace).  That is the wiper motor switch.
•  And directly below the wiper motor switch is another silver knob 
    (partially masked by the gear shift lever).  That turns on the 
    interior light mounted overhead.
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            Northern “A” Traction

                           by Dave Innes

I have always been fascinated by the Traction.  
I can’t explain why, of course.  When my late 
wife and I were in Europe in 1983, we went 
to Mulhouse (naturally) & I bought a key fob 
featuring a 1934 Traction, figuring it was the 
only Traction I would ever have.  On that trip 
we saw several of the beasts.  We were back 
with Linda’s parents in 1985 & I knew I was in 
Paris when the first car I saw as we emerged 
from the Metro on the Champs Elysées was a 
black Traction.

In early 1998 I was watching “Motoring” on PBS and saw a guy 
blatting around the PA back roads in a covertible Traction.  I 
had missed the start of the program so didn’t have adequate 
information to pinpoint the driver or location, so I wrote to 
Owings Mills Maryland & got the dope.  That September 1988 
Linda and I made the trek to Amish country at Lancaster PA 
to meet Donald “Red” Dellinger.  He was retiring and was re-
storing some of the 25 or so Tractions that he had on site for 
interested parties.  I happened to see the very vehicle that I 
now own, in a shed with a gravel floor, - fenders off, engine 
out, upholstery all shot.  It looked like “hell”.

Linda died that December and I got a bit of insurance.  After 
much waffling, I called Red in April 1989 and asked him to 
put a car together for me.  He wanted a deposit, so I sent 
$6000.00 U.S.  I heard nothing for several years, & not be-
ing the pushy type, I bided my time.  Friends were skeptical 
that I’d ever get my car or my money back, but I had good 
vibes about Red and continued to be patient.  In the fall of 
1993, - 4 1/2 years after my deposit, he faxed me to say 
that he was moving “my” car into the garage and would I 
send him more money.  Naturally I complied.  Finally in May 
of 1994 he called to say it was ready!  I arranged to pick the 
car up in Niagara Falls N.Y.  The last time I saw him was at 
the ICCCR at Amherst, MA in 2002.  His wife was still alive 
then and was with him.  Red passed away in 2008.  I have 
the utmost respect for Red and was sorry that I couldn’t go 
to his funeral.  He was a real classy guy!  

As another aside, Red’s shop rate was $20.00 per hour for 
my car.  In the mid ‘90s I stopped in to see him on the way 
home from Florida and his rate was up to $40.00.  He stayed 

with the old rate for me.  It cost me 
just a few dollars under $16,000.00 
(CDN) to bring it home & I later did 
the carpeting & upholstery.  My to-
tal cost is more than its value, but 
who cares?  I’ve put about 15,000 
km on it in 15 years have enjoyed 
every minute I drive it.  And I’ve 
enjoyed the company of the Citroën 
folks that I associate with too infre-
quently and Sudbury is about a 400 
km trip from Toronto.

Larry Lewis is currently rebuilding 
my gearbox which started to “sing” 
on our aborted way to Rendezvous 
in 2009.   It will soon be back and 
installed, and my wife Penny and I 
and will try harder to get together
with everyone in 2010.

           - Dave & Penny Innes

Visiting Andrë 
Citroën’s grave 

site at Cimetière 
de Montparnasse  

in Paris
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     A Tach for the 2CV

                          by Jim Carpenter  (Lakewood, CO)

When I drove my 2CV I always wished that it had a tachometer like my DS 
21 wagon.  There was a problem: Where does one find a tach for a 2 cyl-
inder car which fires its plugs on both the compression and on the exhaust 
stroke?

A tach, of course, counts the firing impulses and translates them to rpm.  I 
do not believe that a tach from a 4, 6 or 8 cylinder vehicle would count prop-
erly without some electrical magic beyond my limited ability.

A two-cylinder engine which, like the 2CV, fires both plugs at the same time, 
was therefore required.  The answer, of course was to think “Harley David-
son”!  The Harley is a 45 degree V engine and therefore has a staggered 
firing time.  (Though, this ulitmately made no difference).

I found a tach from a 1984 FXRT model Harley.  This one was a free-stand-
ing model which had its own individual case and wasn’t mounted in a dash-
board.  Harley tachs should be available in almost any motorcycle junkyard.

I chose to mount it on the shelf to the 
right of the gearshift.  The mounting 
bracket was a scrap piece of galvanized 
furnace ducting bent at 90 degrees so 
that the base sat on the shelf and was 
attached with two sheet metal screws 
with appropriate rubber washers be-
tween the sheet metal and the shelf.  
(See Photograph 1.)

The 90 degree bend in the bracket 
was made at an angle so that the tach 
would face the driver and not straight 
back.  The tach had two mounting 
studs in its back and appropriate holes 
were drilled in the sheet metal to attach 
it to the tach with nuts.

I asked Ivan Frank, Colorado’s legendary Citroën owner and mechanic, to as-
sist with the electrical installation.

The tach has four electrical leads on its back.  They are: 
  1.  Power (12 VDC)  
  2.  Exciter (input from distributor) 
  3.  Internal tach light 
  4.  Ground

We got four pieces of dif-
ferent colored 18 gauge 
stranded wire and at-
tached them to the tach.  
We then drilled a 3/8“ 
hole in the fire wall, and 
after weaving the wires, 
taped them where they 
would pass through the 
fire wall.   For additional 
protection we sliced a 3” 
long piece of 3/8” plas-
tic tubing and placed it 
around the woven wire 
loom and jammed it into 
the hole in the firewall.  

Both the power wire and the light wire are attached to the passenger side 
wires leading from the fuse boxes.  I am sure that the location of each of 
these has been changed over the years and an installer will have to use a 
test light to determine which wire goes where.   The power wire should be 
attached to the ignition which can be determined by finding the wire which 
lights the test light only when the ignition is on.  Use the same method with 
the headlight switch to tell which wire to hook up to the internal tach light.  
We used splicing clamps on the electrical connectors.  There may be better 
ways to do this.
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Heading West in 2010?   

    Here are a few events happening in          
      California that you may want to fit 
             into your agenda:

Saturday  Mar 20  12:00 Noon  -  Multimedia Party - Sunland, CA
Lots of fun, film and food; all Citroën related!  7844 McGroarty Street, 
Sunland.  Tel: (818) 352-3781.

Sunday  Apr 25  12 Noon  -  CCC-NWCOC-CAC Annual General Meeting & 
Picnic - at Los Angeles, CA
Held at LA Live Steamers Restaurant, adjacent to the L.A. Zoo in Griffith Park.

May --  Time TBA  -  Car & Steam Museum Outing - Vista, CA.  (near San 
Diego)
Beautiful antique automobiles & steam powered contraptions

Sunday  Jun 6   9AM to 4PM - Huntington Beach Concours  -  Orange 
County, CA 
The CCC has been requested to participate in this classy car show which 
supports the Huntington Beach Children’s Library.  The show is two days 
but Citroëns show on Sunday.  Details and registration forms are at: www.
hbconcours.org.  Enter your car in “Class #30 - French Classics”.  For addn’l 
information, call Rod Pick - 949 361-3453.

Saturday  Jun 19  11AM  -  Dr. Rich Stanman’s Jambalaya Jumble  -  San 
Fernando Valley, CA
The mother of all garage sales!  All sorts of items from Citroën parts to zebra 
skins.  And Citroën sphere pressurizing!

Jul 16-18  -  Rendezvous 2010.   Pierpont Inn, Ventura, CA. 

Sunday   Aug 22   11AM   -   Beach Blanket Bijou  -  Huntington Beach, CA
Boogie-boards & bongos will be arriving by Citroën at Bolsa Chica State Beach 
in Huntington Beach. Fire pits & bikinis. Basque in the sun & sand for a tradi-
tional summer beach party in an idyllic desert island setting. Coconut cream 
pie & pot luck BBQ.  

The exciter wire is installed 
to the coil by first strip-
ping the wire end about ½” 
and then disconnecting the 
small upper front wire on 
the driver’s side of the coil 
(primary wire to distribu-
tor).  Next place the exciter 
wire end in the hole from 
which the primary distribu-
tor wire has been removed, 
and finally force the distribu-
tor wire plug back into the 
female connector.  

We chose to attach the 
ground to one of the rear 
screws holding the alterna-
tor together by attaching an 
end piece to the tach ground 
wire and holding it on with a 
5mm nut.  

The tach works beautifully, 
showing an idle speed of 
1100 rpm after the car is 
warmed up.  The Harley tach 
red lines at 5500 rpm and 
if the red shift marks on the 2CV speedometer are accurate, its red line is 
somewhat over 6000 rpm.  I chose not to run over 5500 rpm.

The Great 2CV Rescue Adventure - Now Available on DVD!
Citroën Autoclub Canada’s classic video of October 5, 1996

Order your DVD for just $12.95   Contact George Dyke: 416 . 498 . 5904  or
       e-mail: gdyke@sympatico.ca
Proceeds go to Citroën Autoclub Canada
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     Dutch DS Hydraulic System Demo

                     by Bill Blaufuss
 

Last May I attended Citromobile in 
Utrecht for the first time and I saw a 
Citroën benchtop demonstration dis-
play that the Dutch club (or one of its 
members) built.  The system showed 
the full hydraulic workings of late 
model DS.  It showed how the hydrau-
lics of suspension, brakes, steering and 
clutch and gear selection of the semi-
automatic transmission.  Each compo-
nent was labeled.  Gauges were fitted 
to show what pressure was at key 
operational points.  It was designed to 
be portable in a mini-van, and readily 
set-up at shows.  

Obviously an elaborate intitial con-
struction project, it struck me what a 
great educational display it was and 
how, if we only had one here 
in North America, it could 
be used to re-kindle Citroën 
interest here.  

I contacted the Drive-she-
said group and the Dutch 
Club about bringing it over to 
the Rendezvous, but in the 
end we agreed that the logis-
tics and expense shipping it 
to the USA were overwhelm-
ing, so the idea has been 
dropped.
 

 

There are manometers in place of the gearbox fork control cylinders and 
a hydraulic pressure controls oversize dial indicators in place of the clutch 
and clutch slave cylinder.  The rest of the hydraulic system is there with the 

gearshift/selector, accelerator pedal [con-
nected to a rheostatically-controlled elec-
tric motor which emulates engine rpm, 
a separate electric motor which riuns 
at constant speed to run the hydraulic 
pump, etc.  Thus the operator can mimic 
all the functions of driving a DS – starting 
from stop, accelerating, braking, chang-
ing gears, etc., and the observer can see 
what is actually happening:  each gear’s 
manometer indicating when that gear is 
engaged/disengaged, clutch full disen-
gagement, partial disengagement, full 
engagement, etc.   Very interesting and 
totally helpful in educating one to what 
exactly goes on in the system.

I hope this article might motivate someone with sufficient exper-
tise in Citroën Autoclub Canada or one of the Citroën Clubs in the 
US to take a DS “parts car” and use its innards as the basis to 
build one of these hydraulic demonstration units for 
display on this side of the pond.  Well?....

Also on display, a dif-
ferent exhibit which 
shows a transparent 

pump body, tank, etc.



Send us a paragraph or 
two telling how you fell in 
love with your Citroën.  

It does not have to be 
long, but it does need to 
be a story that is true and 
conveys the passion you 
have for your Citroën.  

Send along a photo and 
we’ll do the rest.  

Come-on...  Inspire 
others and take on a 
starring role!    

   OK Readers - It’s Time To Get Involved!  

New Feature:  Citro-infatuation:
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Going to Rendezvous in 2010?   On the Way -
 

Celebrate 40 Years of the SM in North America

Plans are underway for Citroën SM owners to make a special trip to 
Rendezvous 2010 to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the SM.   
David Hume of Excelsior Motors is a regular attendee and has, for a 
few years, wanted to do something special the next time an SM 
milestone occurs.  2010 is that year; - its 40th anniversary.  He is 
organizing a trip to Saratoga Springs from Buffalo, NY.   

Why Buffalo you say?  Well, the North American brochures for the SM 
were photographed in Buffalo.  Ken Berry, Eastern US Regional Dealer 
Manager for Citroën, lived in Buffalo at the time.  Remember the 
brochure shot with the SM at a marina?  That was taken on the shore 
of Lake Erie.  

Ken’s son Jim still lives 
in Buffalo today.  He has 
the Motor Trend Car of 
the Year Award that the 
SM won in 1970.  Dave’s 
plan is that SM owners 
and their cars meet at 
the Buffalo marina on 
Thursday morning June 
17 for a group shot 40 
years later, posing with 
the Motor Trend award.  
Then take wind on the 
New York State Thruway for a SM convoy to Saratoga Springs NY.  

Details will be 
announced in 
the Spring issue 
of Citroënvie.  If 
you are planning 
to attend next 
year with your 
SM, participate in 
this very special 
pre-event!  

Contact Dave 
Hume at:
859-879-6170

The event location is at Crystal Lake, 55 miles north of Chicago,
        at the University Center, located at 100 S.  This will be the    
              first ever WORLD MEET of its kind. Microcar and
                  Minicar owners and their cars, will gather from all
                      over the world.  

This is the same group that 
   successfully organized the 
       National Micro/Mini Car 
           meet in 2006, drawing 
           300 cars and thousands
            of spectators, making it
               the biggest National 
               Mini/Micro car event 
               to date.
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    Une Yankee CX Diesirable!  Maybe??

Located in 
Newport Beach, 
California with 129,300 
miles on the odometer, this 
1981 CX D (diesel) was listed on ebay 
in January and came back online in February.   

Do you notice something different about the front end?  

Immediately following Citroën’s abandonment of the North American, 
Trend Import of Manhattan Beach, California brought in the first CXs.  
Anticipating a healthy sales volume, they needed to comply with slow speed 
DOT front and rear impact standards that required cars to remain undam-
aged.  (Citroën never bothered to put the US safety modifications into CX 
manufacturing.)  Trend modified CX diesel models by extending the front 
bumper and recessing the headlights into a black bezel so they would re-
main operational and focused if the front end was damaged at their original 

“conventional” factory location.  To tie the extended bumper to the hoodline, 
interesting “wing” protrusions are added at each side of the front air intake.   
They serve to nicely complete the absent European headlight outline.

A very rare CX indeed!   As of Feb 15, 2010  9:54:58 PST the auction ended 
with the highest bid at $2,809 US and the Reserve not met.   Here’s hoping 
it eventually goes to a deserving home that appreciates it’s uniqueness.
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Have Your Friends Subscribe to CITROËNVIE !  
                 - Just go online at www.Citroënvie.com

            Two Very Rare Citroën SM Limousines Sold 
               at Retromobile   

When the SM was introduced in 1970,  French President Georges Pompid-
ou, an avid car enthusiast, commissioned two special SMs as official gov-
ernment limousines from Citroën, who in turn, had custom coachbuilder 
Henri Chapron construct the bodies.  Chapron had a long history of col-
laborating with Citroën, creating a special bodied Traction Avant limousine 
in the 1950’s, DS coupés, sedans and most notably, the DS décapotable.  
Two long-wheelbase décapotable SM limousines were delivered in April/
May 1972 to Georges Pompidou, who had little time to enjoy their com-
fort and luxury as he passed away a year later.

Thanks to these government orders, Chapron had 
acquired all the tooling necessary to construct
a four-door luxury saloon on a 12” (30cm) longer
wheelbase.  It was introduced at the Salon de 
l’Automobile in Paris in October 1972.  Priced expen-
sively at 165,000 French francs, the Opéra did not 
sell well: only eight examples were built between 
1972 and 1974.  Four were shipped to Spain and 
one to Haïti while three remained in France.  The 
extremely limited production of this exceptionally 
refined model makes it one of the most exclusive 
and desirable of post-war Citroëns.

One example offered, featuring a two-tone colour 
scheme: Tholonné beige for the lower body, Scar-
abée brown for the upper, upholstery the original 
Chapron brown leather, with the Chapron emblem on 
the doors and ‘Chapron’ chromed script on the front 
wings, sold at Retromobile for €194,500.  

A 3rd SM Presidential limousine, a very close replica 
constructed by the Bata Group in Slovenia was also 
at Retromobile.  Listed as a 2008 Citroën SM limou-
sine décapotable, it was sold by by Bonhams Auc-
tioneers commanding an all-in price of €178,500.

SM Presidential limousine replica (constructed in 2008).
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    The Return of the Prodigal Son

                    by James Simkins

It all started in February 1952 when my 
father Ted Simkins, an electrical engi-
neer by trade, purchased his first “good” 
motor car, a pre-owned 1948 Slough-
built Citroën Light 15.  Having returned 
to South Africa in 1948, it had taken 
some time to establish himself and 
his young bride after the challenges of 
WW2, particularly as they were without 
the benefits of family and other support 
systems in the colony, as it was then.

He was might proud of that car - solid 
timber dash, dark burgundy leather upholstery and deep red quality carpet-
ing - a far cry from the austere French vinyl, plastic and steel version.

A fine motor vehicle it was, made better by his profession as an electrical 
engineer and solutions to some of the “Prince of Darkness” challenges posed 
by Lucas. It was modified by appropriate relays to address some of the more 
glaring shortcomings. 

By early May 1952, my mother Daphne was under observation in hospital 
from complications linked to the arrival of her third son, Me.  On the morning 
of 17 May 1952, my mother was discharged from the “Queen Vic” mater-
nity hospital, with the words “see you back in 10 days or two weeks for the 
delivery”. Departing the hospital at about 8:30 a.m., mother and father pro-

ceeded home, with a stop on the way for some groceries. 

On arrival back there, my father carried on up the road to a garage he rent-
ed - our little house did not have one. Going indoors, my mother suddenly 

realized that some little guy was in a hurry. It was not going 
to be another 10 days or even 10 hours before he arrived.  
Good thing her parents were visiting from the UK.  
Grandfather was dispatched to recover father and Citroën, 
grandmother realized that there was some midwifery po-
tential here - and then accompanied my mother in the back 
seat of said Citroën as rapid progress was made back to the 
Queen Vic.  Not rapid enough, as it transpired. Despite dark 
threats of “don’t you dare make a mess of my car” emanat-
ing from the driver’s seat, I had arrived in this world.

By 1958, while visiting Kruger National 
Park, the Citroën passed the 100,000 
- mile mark, by 1963, after some 
146,000 miles, she was laid up after 
running her white metal big ends.  My 
father kept her, originally for a couple 
of years for my older brother, before I 
inherited her in 1970.  As a civil engi-
neering student with some knowledge 
of things mechanical, I enjoyed her as a 
daily driver for many years.  She always 
managed to get me home.  I took great 
delight in carrying a tow rope and was 
always the first to offer a tow to dis-
abled cars that were some 20 years 
younger than mine.

1958 - Kruger National Park - 100,000 miles

1975 - Looking towards Cape Hangklip, south of Cape Town

1952 - In 
Natal with 

grandparents

1952 - Southern Rhodesia with Ranger and 
baobab tree in background
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continued on page 20...

She stayed with me as I joined the hotel industry in 1972 until, finally, a lack 
of time and money (those who know anything about hotels will be able to 
readily relate) I sold her on in 1970, together with a 1951 ‘big boot’ model 
as seen in the wedding photo.

She carried my bride Valerie 
and myself 3000 miles on our 
honeymoon in ‘75 - Cape Town 
and the South Cape coast. She 
was my daily driver during my 
National Service in the South 
African military in 1973-74.  
(Not that I was supposed to 
have transport during that 
time.)

In the 80’s sans 
Citroën my career 
in hotels developed, 
and culminated in 
transfers to Hong 
Kong, Los Angeles, 
Tokyo and Sydney. 
In 2000, I ended a 
28 year association 
with Westin Hotels & 
Resorts and headed 
to Seattle to join an 
old colleague of mine 
in a small hotel man-

agement firm based in the Pacific north-west. Coincidentally, also the home 
of a Series 1, 4.2 E-type convertible that I had acquired in the early ‘90’s.

Come early 2002 - approaching my 50th birthday - I pined for the old 
Citroën. I was heading for South Africa for my birthday (and my mother’s 
80th) and I resolved to try to locate her again. A two-month advertisement 
in a national newspaper and an e-mail chain eventually turned up a hot lead 
three days before my birthday. 

The owner at the time was Tony Niemandt and he was initially not inter-
ested in even speaking to me. He had acquired the Citroën in 1982, engaged 
Steve Le Roux, chair (then and now) of the Citroën Car Club of South Africa 
to restore her to a high level and subsequently put just 11,000 miles on 

her in 20 years (my 
father and I had done 
273,000 miles in 25 
years). When he heard 
the story, he relented 
- and then some. He 
welcomed myself, my 
wife and my mother 
on the day and hour of 
the 50th anniversary of 
my birth. I was able to 
reinstall my mother on 
the rear seat of the car 
and take her out for 
a drive at the precise 
time, 50 years on, that 
I had previously ‘incon-
venienced’ her.

The challenge then became to persuade him to part with her: this is a car 
that evokes great emotion and sense of ownership.

Two and a half years later, he graciously agreed and, in January 2005, the 
transfer was completed. I have a great sense of gratitude to Tony for his 
understanding of why she is so special to me.

So, many years on, the prodigal son returns - that being me.

1977 - Wedding duty with
my 1951 big boot.

1973 - Army service days

1984 - Restored by Steve Le Roux and Tony Niemandt

1982 - Tony Niemandt acquires 3 years of neglect.  (note GS & 2CV to right).
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Front angle today ... not so young, not so slim for me!

In part 2 of this article, (in the next issue of CITROËNVIE), Jim tells us how 
his Traction played a key role in retracing his honeymoon trip with his wife 
Val - including return visits to the hotels they once stayed at, including the 
landmark Mount Nelson Hotel in Cape Town.

... Return of the Prodigal Son  -  continued from page 17

2002 - Tony Niemandt, mother Daphne (80) and me (at 50 to the minute).

Today - rear view

This photo 
(right) is a 
close-up of 

the left front 
fender of a very 
rare SM Opéra.  
Henri Chapron 
built only 8 of 

these luxurious 
4-door SMs.  

Each wear
distictive Opera

and Henri 
Chapron badges 
left and right up 

front.   
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The editors, George Dyke and John McCulloch, are always delighted 
to have contributions to CITROËNVIE !   We are 
looking for articles on events, cars, 
people or any other item that you 
think might be of interest to 
Citroën fanatics.  Please send us a 
picture or two.  We can do the rest.  

12  Slough Built Traction Facts

1.  It started as The Super Modern 12 - with a 1622 cc engine.  With the 1100 cc engine they called it the Sport 12 and the Super Modern 12.

2. Slough Tractions had a wooden dash after 1937.

3. Leather seats became standard after 1937.

4. The Light 15 and Big 15 models were introduced 
    after 1939.

5. The British Traction did not sell well pre-war.   
    Only 700 sold vs 53,000 Morris Series 8.  

6. Most export Tractions did not have a sunroof.  
    The sunroof became optional (even at home) in 
    1949.

7. 1955 was the last year for the Traction output at 
    Slough.  Just 500 Tractions were built that year.

8. Total sales post war for Slough built Tractions 
    were 19,000 cars.

10. The Traction was the most important vehicle manufactured at Slough because it set Slough up for 
      successful production of the 2CV and the DS.

11. England produced Tractions with better paint - because they had the time (over mass produced French 
      cars) and they were sold as upscale.  

12. The placement of windshield wipers below the windshield is a mystery as to what was offered and when.     
      We have an article coming that will shed some light about the location of wipers on Slough built Traction Avants 
      in the next issue of CITROËNVIE.
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                  Citroën C1 and Peugeot 107 Succumb to          
                    Toyota Aygo Recall Problems

Peugeot-Citroën have been caught up in 
Toyota’s recent recall misfortune due to 
the joint production venture they 
have with the Japanese auto-
maker at their production 
plant in Kolin, east of 
Prague.  The Peugeot 107, 
Citroën C1 and the Aygo 
are essentially the same 
car with different styling 
and fittings.

“For Peugeot 107s and 
Citroën C1s, we are going to carry out an 
identical campaign as Toyota,” a Peugeot-
Citroën spokesman said.  About 200,000 
of the C1 and 107 models are made in a 
Czech plant each year.

Now nearly 100,000 are being recalled to 
fix faulty accelerator pedals.  Toyota is re-
calling up to 1.8 million cars across Europe.  
“We understand that the current situation 
is creating concerns and we deeply regret 
it,” said Tadashi Arashima, the chief 
executive of Toyota Motor Europe.

Future Look of the C6?

As Citroën transforms select models to DS 
designation, this new nose on the DS6 styled by 
Caem Design may well be an accurate rendition  
what what’s next in the upscale DS series of current
Citroën models.  Here a C6 gets a nose job.  Just as the 
original DS got a new front end treatment in 1967, smaller 
headlights factor into this design.  Yet while the DS had an 
avant-garde “shark” look to it, the rounded tapezoidal air 
intake of the DS6 (that seems to be the style on all new Citroën  

designs these days), gives it a 
look more akin to a catfish.   
Our bet would be that 
history will favour 
the front end 
of the first 
generation 
C6.  

Original production 
version of the C6.

At the Geneva Motor Show Citroën debuted the DS4 cross-
over concept, similar to past Citroën show cars as the 2005 
C-Sportlounge and the 2008 Hypnos.  The second vehicle in 
Citroën’s new DS line, it borrows underpinnings from the C4  

  (like the DS3 does from the C3).  Yes it’s wind-
   shield heads north way into the roofline for a 
    greenhouse effect, but otherwise it is not a 
    very distinctive vehicle   It bears more than
     a passing resemblance to Nissan’s SUV 
     models; the Murano and the Rogue.   

DS4



_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

             What  Should  be  New At 
                Mother  Corp.
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In the 90’s a group of Volvo designers penned a 
new Citroën design based on the classic DS.  
Though a bit “heavy” with safety being 
touted over the pure flowing lines of 
the original DS, it nevertheless showed 
that a contemporary DS could be an 
attractive offering, particularly if the 
hydraulic systems and the interior comfort were like a classic DS.   
Now Seldor, a modern design studio, has taken Citroën’s contemporary front 
end look and applied that to classic DS lines, adding a modern belt-line flair, 
and integrating headlights that look to be a natural evolution of the last 
generation DS cat’s eyes of the 1970’s models.

            The beauty of the
        Seldor design is that
          the more you study it, the 
           more you see that many original 
         lines of the DS remain; - the hood line in 
      the front, the way it fits around the door posts and 
the front doors, the same DS dual lines running below the side windows to 
the rear, and a rear roofline that spreads out to roof-mounted turn signals.  
The front fender flares are different from the original DS’s straight cut-out 
for the front wheels, yet they work with a nicely sculpted transition that 
draws the eye toward new lines on the front fenders that tie-in the front grill.   
One could argue that the front windshield should be spread a bit further to 
reduce the prevalent door posts, but that’s a minor quibble.  

The real plus is that a least somebody is thinking about embracing classic 
Citroën design in new models.  And they have the courage to brand it DS6.  
We say well done.  However we also think that unfortunately the regime at 
Peugeot Citroën S.A. these days will never give this design serious 
consideration for an actual production vehicle.   

Volvo design

  Also at the Geneva Motor Show 2010, a more contemporary 
  sports coupé; the Citroën Survolt.  The technical aspects; an 

all electric powertrain, like the Tesla roadster.  Unlike the outlandish GTby-
Citroën, of which at least 6 
are to be built for buyers with 
unlimited financial resources, 
the Survolt seems poised to 
take on upscale two door per-
formance offerings from Audi, 
Nissan, Alfa Romeo, Mercedes 
Benz and others.  No question, 
it’s all about style, combining
high-fashion glamour with 
street-racing punch. 

Based on the Revolte
concept Citroën dis-
played last year, (that 
frankly looked like a 
Mazda on LSD), the 
Survolt takes its extro-
verted dimensions and
attempts to jolt the 
mind and eye toward 
contemporary design 
that will likely stimu-

late competitors to emulate its performance and style in their future sport of-
ferings.  Overall dimensions are 3.85 m long, 1.87 m wide and 1.20 m high. 

The rear features a similar light 
cluster to the Revolte together 
with a spoiler reminiscent of an 
after market conversion kit for 
Asian rice burners!  Citroën calls 
the style “breaking definitively 
with the classic masculine codes 
of the sports world”.  With two-
tone paint, hues of fuchsia and 
charcoal grey, and curves that 
shift from satin-smooth to shiny, 
- well, the press release goes on to be the most abstract piece of automotive 
verbage ever published.  Take the interior description for example:  “Sur-
volt’s cockpit is designed like a floating cell, a glass setting held between 
chrome-finished roll bars like some magnificent piece of jewellery. The 
leitmotiv with Survolt is to transgress the conventions of the luxury world 
and combine them elegantly with those of the sporting world. The cabin was 
imagined as a cross between two worlds that by their essence are opposed. 
This union begets an organic universe, both flowing and technical, from 
which the driver’s station springs 
forth.”   Uhmmm, yea....   Let’s just see if they build it.

Survolt
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    30 Years - A Moment in Time

Greg Long sent in this column based on a letter that Tom Anderson wrote 
to him back on November 19, 1981 -- almost 30 years ago!  (Wow!!)  Tom 
commented on an article in a newsletter at the time of a 2CV in a TV wed-
ding scene.  He wrote:

“I have no TV so know nothing of it (bet you stumbled on that last line)... 
but I’m reminded of a 2CV used in a real wedding. I bought my ‘truckette’ 
from a beautiful couple, she Peruvian and he Swedish, who were married 
a few years before. They had just acquired the car from some people in an 
anarchist community near Berkeley. It was in rough shape, having been 
used in protests against a weapons storage area near the community. It had 
been involved in some pretty hairy escapes, with military and police vehicles 
shooting at it, trying to ram it, etc... often with protesters sprawled across 
the top. Anyway, the door on the driver’s side was a mess, so I went look-
ing for a wreck with a good door. The only one I could find was an all-yellow 
car, resting silently but not comfortably in dense bush with her nose in a 
creek! Sad. The door had a little heart painted or etched on it -- right in the 
middle -- but otherwise was in very good condition. So I put that on my little 
‘truck’ and went on a long trip ... Arizona and California deserts mainly, a 
sort-of ‘honeymoon” with my new girlfriend. People everywhere noticed this 
humble but interesting vehicle with the couple inside and the heart on the 
door. Later I painted the whole works black. But after the trip I ran into the 
couple who’d sold me the car and they were delighted to see the door with 
the heart on it; that door was from the car they were married in. The yellow 
one... and the heart was put on for their wedding! Small world when you’re 
dealing with 2CV’s!”

Greg wrote; Great story! Wonder where the couple; and the cars are today!?

Tom udpated Greg on this recently.  He responded;

“I too wish I knew where those people are today.  I don’t think I have their 
names.   As for the “truckette” -- I gave it away a few years ago.  I think 
someone in Vancouver has it.

I should probably give away my DS as well.  I know I’m never going to get 
it back on the road.  My little car is all I really need.  It’s hiding under a big 
mound of snow at the moment.”  

Ed note:  Ah!  Another true eccentric Citroën owner.  We wondered if Tom 
still does not have a TV?   Since most people these days say that TV is junk, 
could Tom have been way ahead of the curve by ignoring it altogether!  
So, George Dyke asked him...  Here’s what he had to say:

“No I don’t, George, but I did for a while.  I bought a little 5-inch black & 
white TV back around 1987 -- mainly to watch CBC documentaries and 
programs such as Marketplace and The Fifth Estate -- but found that there 

wasn’t much to actually watch, just “talking heads.”  It eventually became 
more of a distraction than anything else so I shut it off.  Don’t miss it at all.

I found one picture of my truckette.  The others are on slides or film strips 
which I’m not able to scan -- yet. 

Too bad I didn’t have a camera when I was out exploring the deserts with 
my girlfriend.  But then I probably would have been taking pictures only of 
her.  So beautiful with her long blond hair.  Our daughter, born in a lakeside 
cabin, also has long blond hair.  I look at her, as we explore the Okanagan 
back country together in my “regular” 2CV, and see her mum from 40 years 
ago.  I’m sure she hasn’t the faintest idea why I’m smiling.   

              - T.A.”

Citro-infatuation:

Send us a paragraph or two telling how 
you fell in love with your Citroën.  

It does not have to be long, but it does 
have to be a story that conveys the passion you have for your Citroën.  

Send along a photo and we’ll do the rest.  Come-on... email is all it takes. 
Inspire others and take on a starring role!    
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Fashion for the Fast Lane

         Hats - white or khaki
          $18. CDN

  T-Shirts  
$18. CDN

     Water Repellent Jackets 
     $103. CDN

Denim Shirts in khaki or blue
                      $ 46. CDN

Pre-payment required.  Shipping charges apply.  To order - contact John McCulloch: 905.844.8788 or jmcculloch8@cogeco.ca  

Citroën Autoclub Canada shirts, hats, jackets and jewellery sporting our logo!

 Optical Crystal Keychains  
with 3D Citroën chevrons

Rectangle or circle cut w/ bevel cut
 Regular (non lighted) - $12. CDN
With LED illumination - $15. CDN  

Pullover - blue or black 
$86. CDN

DS in 3D Optical Crystal (2-3/4 x 3-9/16 x 5-7/8”)  
   $140. CDN   (Lighted base - $30 optional extra).

 Also available - three dimensional crystal with 2CV, 
 H-Van or XM, and smaller crystal sizes:
            2 x 2 x 3-1/8” rectangle shape - $30 CDN
            2-3/8 x 3-1/8 x 4-3/4” rectangle - $100 CDN
                  

 CAC Lapel Pins  
(Choice of DS, SM, 

2CV or Traction)
 $3. CDN each

Set of 4 - $10. CDN
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     Renault’s Defiant Challenge to Citroën

The Renault 16, introduced in 1965, was essentially a Traction Avant.  
Modernized, but enough of a copy that Citroën attempted to take 
Renault to court.  Although Renault did hit a target market with their 
car, that was even a greater concern for Citroën, fortunately spurring 
them to develop a new generation of automobile.  Within 5 years the

    The French Connection???

So you think this is a DS?   We do.   Deep inside...  Look at the windshield.   
But a heavily modified one!  Avro Voisin styling aside, it is has a gazogene  
conversion done to it, a quintessential French conversion that was done to 
Traction Avant’s during WWII.  Notice the large tank on the back and the 
pipe running to external “radiator” mounted up front.   During the German 
occupation of France, gasoline was scarce.  Several companies offered sys-
tems for a vehicle to be powered by alternative fuels such as wood, coal or 
charcoal.   

Here is a diagram of the technology - in French.   It shows the 
burner as a two part system: a closed chamber with chunks of 
wood in it, and a charcoal burner to heat the closed chamber 
and make the wood generate gases by a process called pyroly-
sis. Flammable gases produced by pyrolysis are then fed to a 
front condenser to cool and produce “gas” that is fed to the car-
buretor, mixed with air, and burned in the engine’s combustion 
chambers.   Once the wood in the closed chamber has produced 
gases and turned to charcoal, it is transferred to the charcoal 
burner to heat the next load of wood.

            the innovative GS was intro-                
                duced to compete in the 
                    compact car market,
                      setting a benchmark 
                        in engineering and 
   design that Renault
                          (who arguably do
                           make good auto-
                          mobiles) were not 
     able to duplicate 
    again! 
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    Odd 2CV Variants...

Citroën Bijou

Citroën’s British subsidiary at Slough created the Bijou – giving it the distinc-
tion of being the only Citroën designed and built outside France.  They used 
the same platform and mechanical elements as the 2CV.  The body
is made from fiberglass-reinforced plastic.  The Bijou was a commercial 

failure as it was in-
tended to be faster than 
the original 2CV.  The 
Bijou did have a slightly 
higher top speed, but 
the fiberglass body was 
150 pounds heavier 
than the standard 2CV, 
making the Bijou slower 
to accelerate than the 
standard 2CV.  Only 213 
Bijous were made.

Citroën Ami 6

The Ami (the 
French word 
for friend) is 
built on the 
same chassis 
as the 2CV.  It 
was designed 
to cover the 
gap between 
the 2CV and 
the D-series 
and it filled the demand for Citroën to produce a middle-income, mid-size 
car.  While the Ami utilizes 95% of the mechanical components of the 2CV, 
it has a very different design and appearance thanks to Flaminio Bertoni.  
Designer of the Traction Avant, the 2CV,  the H Van and the DS, the Ami 6
was his final effort.  The most sticking difference is the full-width, reverse-
sloping rear window.  As well as allowing for a panoramic view to the rear, 
this racked-back window also helps provide a larger trunk and better 
headroom for rear seat passengers.

     Radical Tires
 
                       by Bill Newallo
 
Michelin, noted for the invention of 
the radial tire has shown its latest 
engineering to be a radical new tire 
with a big impact on existing 
technology: 

 • no more air valves...
 • no more air compressors at gas stations...
 • no more repair kits... 
 • no more flats... 

Yes, those are ‘spoke’ like connections to the inner part of the tire from the 
outside tread ‘wrap!’   The next picture shows how odd it looks in motion.....

These are actual pictures taken at the Michelin South Carolina plant, where 
they are going to be made. 

Makes you wonder how the ride feels doesn’t it? 

The airless tires are apparently scheduled to be out on the market soon. The 
bad news for law enforcement is that spike strips will not work on them.

Hmmm, I wonder if they come in 125x15?

Ed Note: We wonder how these would do in snow or mud?  Most likely that 
debris caught inside would cause quite an imbalance while driving.  

Ami six = a mrs - a missus aimed at the female market
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         by George Dyke

If you are online and up for a little web-surfing, here is our continuing profile guide 
to the best of classic (and current) Citroën websites.  Note that we are only printing 
our latest website profiles here.  You can find a complete listing of previously featured 
sites (with active links) at http://www.citroenautoclub.ca/links.php  

Citroën web-surfing couldn’t be easier!  Want to find original paint colours?  The 
history of a particular Citroën model?  Wondering how to fix a Citroën or looking to 
take preventative maintenance?  Look to our online profile guide as a comprehensive 
resource list containing the best information you are likely to find outside of original 
(printed) documentation.  You will also find links to Citroën event sites and other clubs 
around the world.  Experience how other Citroën lovers celebrate the marque with 
get-togethers, rallies and virtually anything else Citroënesque.

Feature Sites:

Surf’n Cits

2CVs that plough through snow:    
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DmLJ19EiTt4 

This little video demonstrates what we would like to do with our Citroëns, 
if only they didn’t pour tons of salt on the roads during our North American 
winters.  (Note that the 2CV plows through the snow with the same ease as 
the little 4X4.)  Thanks to Michael Barone of Citroën Car Club of Minnesota 
for bringing this to our attention.  

The CAC’s Greg Lamb writes:  

“A friend just told me about this web site that highlights ads for unique 
cars. A bit of a surprise when a Cit appeared on the home page. 
Search Tatra and find an amazing number of results. 
 

http://bringatrailer.com/    My contribution to Citroënvie.”   

Ed Note:  Thanks Greg.  A great contribution!  It’s bookmarked for a daily visit 
   in our web browsers!  

And CAC member Cor Baars has sent this 2CV video link from The Nether-
lands showing a 2CV ploughing snow on a frozen canal skating rink.  
http://nos.nl/video/128229-voorbeschouwing-loosdrecht.html  
(You can see the 2cv around the 3:13 mark.)
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There’s rally footage highlight films and then there’s this stunning compila-
tion reel.  Quite simply the most spectacular moving images of car rallying 
you are going to see.  And the best part? - The last car shot of course... A 
Citroën DS leaving a dusty beaten path and traveling over a hill!  

http://biertijd.com/mediaplayer/?itemid=17362

http://www.nuancierds.fr/EPO16.htm http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mU7wvKTbTmA

Footage from the 1961 Monte-
Carlo Rally.  Yes there is a DS 
in there.  (Two in fact)!  

However the star of the video 
is a Panhard PL17 that man-
ages a 1st place finish!  I like 
the G-cornering gauge hanging 
from the rear view mirror in 
the video… 

Absolutely a must see!

At first hitting this page, you think this a radical anti-Citroën site.  You 
couldn’t be more wrong.  Go back home (to: http://www.nuancierds.fr) and 
you will discover thousands of interesting old photos, most containing DS.  
There are extensive history pages on DS colors, options, bumpers, - you 
name it!  The site belongs to Yves Frelon in France.  You will the better part 
of a day going through it all.  Absolutely a must visit for D fanatics!  Hat’s off 
to his astonishing effort and passion for Citroën.

Richard Boudrias sent 
this link to a video shot in 
France of the very sweet 
sound of a Traction Avant 
engine being fired up for 
the first from a serious 
engine rebuild due to a 
throwing rod.  

And there is an extended 
running video of the en-
gine here:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkJmkBifuYs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpRVG2W1XL4
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CITROËNS DESERVE THE FINEST PARTS & SERVICE

Business  Serv ices  Advert is ing  Di rectory

2CV-Citro-Zengines 
     

Custom high performance, high reliability 
Engines, Transmissions, tools and more

 “If your 2CV is broke and you’re not,
Call 757-258-3533   

E-mail info@2cv-citro-zengines.com
Williamsburg, VA 
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Bus iness  Serv ices  Advert is ing  Di rectory

    PROTECT YOUR CLASSIC CITROËN
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Citroëns for Sale - CANADA:
[Year / model / description / location  / date ad 

C L A S S I F I E D  A D S

Citroëns for Sale - USA:
[Year / model / description / location  / date ad placed]

For Sale, two items:
1988 2CV  Red (Rebuilt with new clutch)  $7,500 US 
18 foot long fluorescent light, yellow and blue says: Citroën with 
chevrons on the end.  $1,250 US    Contact:  Pascal Moisdon, 4717 SW 46th 
Way, Davie, FL 33314   tel: 954.205.3381    1/08

8 x SMs.  - I am 85 years old, so it’s time to thin out the herd:
2 x 1973 SM 5 speed, $2,500. US each, 2 x 1973 SM parts cars, cylinder 
heads missing only, $1,500. US each. Contact Ray Meyette, 1971 SW 44th 
Terrace, Ft Lauderdale, Fl., 33317    Tel: 954.583.9097         7/07

I am looking for 1971(?) Citroën DS21 Pallas, dark green with black leather 
interior. The original owner was Tony Maas Sr from Halifax N.S. It was sold 
sometime in the early 1980’s to someone in Halifax.  Distinguishing features 
include trailer hitch, water stain on the headliner above the driver’s side inte-
rior light and some previous right-sided damage that was repaired.  I would 
be interested in hearing from anyone who knows something of this vehicle.  
Please email me at seymour_good@hotmail.com  TIA, Tony Maas Jr    01/09

1985 2CV Club.  Red.  A lot of 
new parts, new tires, roof top.
Excellent condition.  
$7,500 CDN  - O.B.O.   
Contact Ivan Dankov:  Home 
tel: 416.626.0191  Cell: 
416.648.8744    Toronto, ON.    
5/09

Deadline for Next Issue Ads:  May 15, 2010
 
Advertising Rates:

•  Non-commercial and Citroën car text ads (up to six lines per column) are 
   FREE for up-to-date paid CITROËNVIE subscribers.  Non-paying subscribers 
   pay $5.00 per issue for car ads (up to six lines per column of advertising),
   and members & non-members pay $5.00 per six line increment upwards.
      - PHOTOS: $10.00 per issue.
      - Non-car ads: $5.00 each per issue for each 6 line per column increment.

•  Business card ads are $35.00 per year, with paid CAC membership, and will 
   run in four consecutive issues. 

•  Full page ads are available for $75.00 per page per issue + applicable art 
   charges.  Save $50.00 by committing to four full page ads, placed in 
   consecutive issues, resulting in an annual rate of $250.00.

•  Payment is due prior to ad placement.    

•  SEND text and/or artwork to the CITROËNVIE Editors.  e-mail is preferred.  
   Please note that we reserve the right to edit any submissions.

I construct Citroën SM car models in scale 1:18.  Interested?  

  Visit:
  www.designcars.de        
           
           12/09

Many New/Rebuilt Parts for LHM “D” Model: Hydraulic parts,  AM/FM/Cas-
sette Radio; Some Interior Parts, ETC.  Have No Computer; Please call NJ: 
201.836.3495.  Arnold Oshin will send detailed list with prices.     6/06 

Parts for Sale:
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   The Delights of Importing a Car Into Ontario
                       (slightly expurgated letters from Victor Alksnis and George Dyke)

Hey George,

I hope things are going well.  When do you get your AMI 6?  Do you have 
some photos?

I was at the Ministry of Transportation Vehicle Licensing office today and 
learned two new things that I thought I’d share:

#1.  The Ministry no longer issues the paper 10-day temporary passes.

The new process is that you transfer the vehicle into your name, even if you 
don’t have a safety or e-test.  You plate the car with real plates.  Then they 
issue you a 10-day sticker for the plate.  If you don’t get what you need 
done in the first 10-day period, you only get one more 10-day sticker (at 
any time afterward, but only once).  This new approach benefits the Ministry 
in many ways.  First, because you complete the transfer, they collect their 
taxes.  Second, they ding you for the plates.  Third, you can’t pull a D****  
and run around forever on temporary permits.

#2.  If the wholesale value of a car is shown to be under $1,000 on the Used 
Vehicle Information Package, you pay tax on what you paid (or declare you 
paid).

I said that’s great for people who are given a car.  She encouraged me to 
still put down a value, because as she said, the tires are worth something.  I 
didn’t agree, but I also didn’t argue

Just thought I’d share,

Victor 

-------------------------

Hi Victor,

I got my Ami 6 on Saturday.   Here are a few photos.   
It’s pretty nice.  Seems to run well.

I had the usual hassles both getting it across the 
border and registering it here.  

At the border US Customs were (expletive deleted).   
I had ensured that the registration was faxed to 
them 72 hours in advance.  I had called Port Huron 
(where I crossed) and spoke to them.  I had men-

tioned I was crossing on Saturday the 24th, and they said just fax the regis-
tration over, “Attention Vinnie”.  Prior to crossing the bridge I was to come 
inside US Customs to pick-up the approved registration.  So I arrive there, 
and go inside.   The first thing the friendly customs officer says to me is 
“What nationality are you?”  
“Canadian”. I said   
“I like to see Canadians go back to Canada”. was his retort.
 Ignoring that shot, I pulled out a copy of the fax and its cover letter.
“I’m here here to pick up the approved registration.” 
“Oh so you’ve got Export Cargo. Right place, but Export Cargo for the public is 
closed ‘til Monday”.   
I pointed out to the guy that in the fax cover letter it specifically stated that 
I was coming across Saturday, and when they sent a confirmation of receipt, 
could that not have been pointed out?   I explained that I had done what 
they asked.  The ever amiable officer said gruffly, “I’ll go speak to my super-
visor and see if he wants 
to help you”.   

He finally came back, and 
gave me the paperwork 
that was sitting there, 
pre-approved, in a filing 
cabinet drawer no more 
than 4 feet from where he 
sat.  Still seething from 
that experience, I set out 
for Canada Customs.  For-
tunately Canada Customs 
were nice and no problems 
there.  They just wanted 

their pound of flesh (can you say 
GST?), and I was on my way to 
my next bureaucratic nightmare. 

Ah the Ministry of Transportation 
Vehicle Licensing office!  Now, I 
knew about the no 10 day pass 
restriction.  But I learned a few 
other things...

I arrived with my folder filled 
with customs documents, the 
safety certificate for the vehicle, 
my insurance info, passport, 
marriage license, dog license 

continued on page 35 ....
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...Importing a Car Into Ontario - continued from page 33

(you get the idea) and whatever 
other documents might be required 
for this registration.  
“I’m sorry sir, we can’t process the 
new registration because the car is 
over 20 years old and we require 
an Ontario appraisal form.”   
“But that makes no sense,” I said, 
“I’m paying GST and PST based 
on the value that Canada Customs 
billed me duty for.”  
“Im sorry sir, you must have the 
appraisal.”  
“If I get the appraisal done and it is less than what was declared to Canadian 
Customs, do I pay on the lesser amount?, I asked hopefully.  
“No, she explained. “You must pay tax on the amount that was declared to 
Canadian Customs.” 
Then I ventured, “So what happens if the appraisal is higher than what I 
declared?”  

 “In that case, we 
charge you based on 
the appraised value”, 
she answered gleefully. 
Bitch!  

Anyway, I got an ap-
praisal done that was 
a little less that what I 
declared (just to make 
it look like the value 
wasn’t cooked up) and 
came back a second 
time.  Voilà: plates.  
But what a racket!

The only way you can import a car and not get screwed is to declare a value 
that is low, make a bogus bill and pay duty on that.  Then to save on tow-
ing charges (you are supposed to get the car to a garage for safety, and you 
can’t drive it into the country) is to have a mechanic in your pocket that can 
write up a safety, and get an appraisal that is a low ball that you take into 
the Ministry of Transportation.   From there after you have it plated, get a 
real appraisal, and give that to the insurance company.  And even then you 
are still screwed because if you want to sell the car, your original Bill of Sale 
is bogus..   Welcome to Ontario.  

Your’s in Kafaesque hell....

- George

    West Coast Gallery - Vancouver Olympic Outing

John Anthony MacGregor of Citroën 
AutoClub Canada in Vancouver sent us 

some pictures of their 2010 Impromptu 
Tour de Ville held on Feb 20, 2010, - 

during the Vancouver Winter Olympics!  
But wait!  Where’s winter?   It was a 
sunny beautiful Saturday afternoon. 

Part of the reason (no doubt) for a 
great turnout!   



CITROËN GALLERY

Citroën Autoclub Canada

49 Alabaster Drive
Brampton, ON   
Canada   L6V 4G9 

CAC member Al Eberhard 
was asked to provide his 

2CV for a fashion photo shoot 
in Cambridge, Ontario.  Bezy (as 

Al calls his 2CV) was introduced to 
Erin (the gorgeous girl standing inside).

  The result was ooh-la-la!  

Photo by John Sayer-White 


